How to Proﬁt From
the Great Psilocybin
Boom of 2021-2022

This Tiny Company Has
All the Ingredients to
Capture a Multi-Billion Opportunity
C

laire had never been the type to take
drugs. To this daughter of a pastor and
girl scout since the second grade, breaking
the law was a line she would never cross.
Or so she thought.
But after seeing countless doctors and trying
a dozen antidepressants a concerned friend
asked if she’d reconsider.
“You need to check this out” the email
subject read with a link to a video from the
US news program ‘Today’.
In the video, she would learn about the researchers at Johns Hopkins University using mushroom extracts
to treat patients with persistent depression.
“Where do I sign up?” she recalls with a laugh as she describes her own experience.
When we spoke, it had been 18 months since her experience with mushrooms.
Although the majority of postpartum depression cases usually resolve within months, Claire’s case
lingered following the birth of her second child in 2017.
Two years later, she still struggled with symptoms characteristic of depression: insomnia, irritability and
loss of interest in activities.
Her situation worsened as each treatment she tried failed to improve her condition.
“The worst part was the loss of hope that I would ever be okay. As each treatment failed, it seemed like
there was nothing which could be done … I was willing to try anything at that point,” she offers.
All of that changed with the Today Show video.
Despite the pharmaceutical benefits of the psilocybin mushrooms described in the video, the drug, which
can cause hallucinations, remains illegal in the United States.
The friend who shared the video had a friend in Denver (where the drug is decriminalized) and would
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procure them for Claire.
“It turned out to be one of the best decisions of my life,” Claire told me.

Depression Epidemic

Although Claire’s story had a happy ending, her outcome is far from common.
The unusual events of the past year have highlighted the severity and prevalence of mental illness.
In June of 2020, just as coronavirus cases were peaking, an astounding 30.9% of surveyed
Americans expressed symptoms of anxiety or depressive disorder. 1
Even in a non-pandemic year, mental illness is rampant.
More than 8% of the US population (19 million) had at least one depressive episode in 2016. 2
The World Health Organization estimates that 264 million people globally are affected by depression
every year. 3
Lost productivity as a result of anxiety and depression is estimated to cost the global economy $1 Trillion
every year. 4
It should therefore come as no surprise that the market for antidepressants is similarly massive.
An estimated 10% of American adults are prescribed antidepressants. 5
In 2009, antidepressants became the most commonly prescribed class of medication, beating out other big
categories like drugs for high blood pressure, asthma, or diabetes. 6
And yet, despite the tremendous demand for antidepressants, the list of side effects can in some cases be
worse than the depression itself.
The most common antidepressants, known
as SSRIs include a long list of side effects
such as loss of libido, erectile dysfunction,
insomnia, weight gain, and even anxiety.
Based on how common antidepressants are,
you might think that the side effects are a
rare outcome.
But studies have demonstrated that as many
as 38% of patients taking SSRIs experience
one or more of these side effects. 7
To make matters worse, its not even clear
how effective antidepressants are.
Recent research suggests that the benefits
of SSRIs may be attributable to the placebo
effect and are no more effective than therapy or exercise. 8
Now, we are not here to debate whether antidepressants are effective or not. The point remains,
antidepressants remain the top prescribed category of drugs, taken by over 10% of Americans despite
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common side effects and questionable efficacy.
It’s an indisputable fact that there is a major need for better antidepressants.
But if the SSRIs produced by big pharma are not doing the trick, where are depressed patients to turn?

New Remedies

One remedy which is being increasingly investigated for depression is psilocybin mushrooms.
Commonly known as ‘Magic Mushrooms’ or ‘Shrooms,’ psilocybin mushrooms are best known as a
psychedelic used by recreational drug users.
These mushrooms can cause powerful hallucinations and bizarre
experiences reminiscent of those described in Lewis Carrol’s
‘Alice in Wonderland.’
And while these associations have given magic mushrooms a
bad reputation, a growing body of research is demonstrating the
positive impact this drug may have on depression patients.
Researchers have theorized since the 1960’s that psychedelic
drugs like Shrooms or LSD could benefit individuals struggling
with mental illness or addiction.
This is in part due to the way these drugs interact with the brain.
You can think of the brain almost like a stream running across a stone. Over time, the water begins to
carve a path in the stone, and that path shapes the way the water flows.
The circuitry of our brain operates similarly.
Our deeply held beliefs and habitual behaviors activate a set of circuitry in the brain. Over time, the more
we repeat those beliefs or behaviors, the more they get imprinted into our brains like the path the water
carves through the stone.
However, drugs like Magic Mushrooms can help ‘rewire’ these circuits in the brain, allowing people to
learn new habits, and form different beliefs about themselves, others, or the world.
Scientists believe that this process allows patients with even the most stubborn forms of mental illness to
gather a new or different perspective.
In essence, the perception altering qualities of hallucinogens appear to be linked with making patients
more open to exploring new ideas and beliefs.
Even better, while existing antidepressants aspire to make depression and mental illness more
manageable, some researchers believe these substances may be able to cure these conditions.
Already researchers are finding consistently strong evidence to support the usage of psilocybin for
treating depression.
A study published in November of 2020 in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)
found that “71% of people who took psilocybin for MDD showed a greater than 50% reduction in
symptoms after four weeks, and half of the participants entered remission.” 9
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However, this was hardly the first study of its kind.
A study conducted in 2016 of patients with life threatening cancer found that a single-dose treatment of
psilocybin produced substantial immediate relief from anxiety and depression.
More significantly, these benefits appear to have a sustained impact… in a follow up study conducted 5
years after the original trial, researchers found that patients who had received the psilocybin treatment
continued to experience a reduction in stress and anxiety compared to their placebo peers. 10
With these sorts of promising results, it’s no wonder that researchers are rushing into the space to better
investigate the potential of psilocybin based treatments.
According to Clinicaltrials.gov, as of writing there are at least 25 planned or ongoing clinical trials
investigating the potential use of psilocybin for the treatment of depression. 11
This is in addition to 38 other studies investigating the use of psilocybin for other psychological disorders
such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), substance abuse, obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), and
more.
Best of all, because psilocybin is a naturally occurring chemical, patients won’t necessarily have to rely
on pharmaceutical companies for treating depression. 12
Already, intrepid patients like Claire are taking their wellness into their own hands by illegally accessing
psilocybin mushrooms.
However, with a growing body of promising research, psilocybin treatments could become common
practice in mental health in the near future.
With millions of potential patients, psilocybin treatment could represent a new goldmine on par with cannabis.
One company in particular is poised to benefit as psilocybin demand takes off in the coming years.

Path to Regulatory Approval

Getting to the point where psilocybin mushrooms are available legally and/or recreationally will be a
slow, time-consuming, and expensive process.
In Canada, the current market is limited to research trials and a handful of terminally-ill patients that have
been granted special access by the Canadian courts.
Canadian health regulators are treading cautiously by gradually expanding access to terminally ill patients.
While studies have traditionally been expensive to conduct, expanded access to psilocybin for terminallyill patients will make studies cheaper and easier to conduct than ever before.
This represents a significant opportunity as the outcomes of these trials could have a domino effect around
the globe.
As is often the case, the progressive measures taken by the Canadian government could pave the way to
policy changes in the United States.
Expanded access to psilocybin could markedly improve the quality of life of the more than 1.4 million
terminally-ill Americans every year. 13
Given the unique circumstances of this patient population, psilocybin access for terminally-ill patients
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represents the most likely next-step and least controversial path forward.

The Path to Market

If we assume the opening up of the psilocybin market looks anything like what we saw with cannabis, it
could be some time before expansive access is commonly available.
As with the cannabis market, regulators appear to be taking an approach of offering the product to the
patients with the most debilitating conditions before expanding market access.
And, like the cannabis market, some pockets of the US already have or are considering the
decriminalization of psilocybin and other hallucinogens more rapidly than others.
At the beginning of June 2021, California’s state senate approved a bill which would decriminalize
hallucinogens across the state.
If approved by the State’s legislature, California would be the second state after Oregon to
decriminalize hallucinogens.
However, these states represent the exception to the rule.
As you’ll recall, California decriminalized recreational
marijuana use back in 2016. Five years later, other liberal states
such as New York and New Jersey are just starting to launch
their own recreational cannabis markets.
At this point, the path to accessible psychedelic treatments for
mental illness could still be years away.
Which leaves companies investors with the question … “How
will hallucinogenic mushroom companies generate revenue in
the near term?”

A Flexible Business Model

For the most part, companies in the psilocybin space generally do not have a good answer for near-term
revenue opportunities.
Which means that they will likely have to continue to sell shares to investors … diluting older
shareholders in the process.
However, one company has found a unique approach to solving this problem.
They’re doing this by leveraging their mushroom farming equipment and expertise to generate revenue
beginning later this year.
And planting a flag in another fast growing wellness market in the process …

Functional What-Now?

It’s been hard to ignore the growing health/organic food trend in recent years.
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What started out as a phenomenon limited to super-health-conscious people has spilled over into
the mainstream.
Regardless of whether you shop at Walmart or Whole Foods, it’s become incredibly easy to find a
dizzying variety of health foods at the local market.
It should come as no surprise that health foods have been one of the biggest trends of the last decade.
Between 2010 and 2019, sales of organic food in the U.S. doubled as Americans became more health
conscious and concerned with what they put in their bodies. 14
Likewise, the market for dietary supplements in the US (which include everything from fiber to vitamins),
grew by 50%, from $34bn in 2017 15 to $46bn last year. 16
And while these numbers may sound like enticing markets, they don’t even hold a candle to the growth
opportunities in functional foods.
Although you may not have heard the term “functional foods” before, you’re likely familiar with the concept.
At its core, functional foods are foods which provide health benefits.
For example, you may have heard that eating carrots are good for your eyesight or that drinking milk is
good for your bones.
Humans have known for centuries that eating certain types of foods can provide various health benefits.
For years, consumers ignored these products as the modern diet shifted to low-cost, highly-processed foods.
However, in the last decades of the 20th century, scientists established a link between diet and things like
alzheimers, 17 heart disease, 18 and even cancer. 19
Demand for health food soared as the public became aware of the link between food and disease prevention.
And with mainstream grocery stores now carrying products that used to only be found in health food
stores, functional foods have been taking off.
According to the folks at Allied Market Research, “the functional food market size was valued at $177
billion in 2019, and is estimated to reach $267 billion by 2027, registering a compounded annual growth
rate of 6.7%.” 20
That’s right, functional foods are projected to grow by $100 billion over the next 6 years.
Functional Mushrooms, which are a $25 billion market today, are expected to account for more than $20
billion of that growth. 21
A report from Food Navigator found that there’s already been an 800% surge in demand for key
mushroom varieties and demand still has room to grow.
While we also found these reports surprising at first, we found it became immediately easier to grasp once
we understood the product better …

Mushrooming Benefits

If you’re anything like me, you may relate with being grossed out by mushrooms.
My parents like to remind me of the time when I literally cried because they ordered a mushroom pizza
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(I was 4).
The weird chewy texture and association with moldy bread/cheese are enough to make many people queasy.
Though some may take issue with the taste and texture of mushrooms, their health benefits are undeniable.
Here’s a sample of just some of the recent headlines touting mushrooms benefits:
●

“Researchers prove mushrooms are magic for your immune system.” 23 – The New Daily

●

“Eating mushrooms can cut cognitive decline risk, study finds.” 24 – Fox News

●

“Mushroom Health Benefits for Your Skin, Brain, and Bones” 25 – Good Housekeeping

●

“Eating Mushrooms Vastly Cuts Cancer Risk” 26 – Futurism

With such wide-ranging health benefits, it’s no surprise that the Today Show called mushrooms
“one of 2021’s biggest wellness trends.” 27
Of course, more research still needs to be done across a wider population to fully understand the benefits
of functional mushrooms.
And yet, consumers are happy to take the preliminary science and run with it … gobbling up functional
mushrooms for their purported health benefits.

1+1=3

At this point you may be thinking ‘with massive growth opportunities in both the functional and
psychedelic mushroom market, why not find the overlap and become a supplier to both markets?’
If that’s the case, I’d like to introduce you to none other than Optimi Health Corp (OTC: OPTHF). Optimi
is a producer of raw and processed functional & psychedelic mushroom products.
The company, which is now in the development stages, will operate as a vertically integrated
entity, managing everything from the cultivation and extraction to the processing and shipping of
mushroom products.

Growing Operations

To do this, Optimi is in the final stages of construction on two 10,000 sqft grow houses in British
Columbia, Canada. Now as you may already know, each strain of mushrooms requires a very particular
set of environmental conditions in order to properly grow.
With this in mind, Optimi’s first grow house is designed with multiple climate controlled rooms to allow
the company to grow multiple species under various conditions.
This facility, which is anticipated to be completed later this year, will be the first facility in all of Canada
growing the fruiting bodies of mushrooms (commonly called the toadstool) rather than the mycelium (the
fuzzy ‘roots’ of the plant).
This represents a critical advantage for Optimi as many competitors sell mycelium products which are
often not easily digestible or contain limited medicinal value.
The company intends to grow popular varieties of functional mushrooms including Lion’s Mane, Reishi,
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Turkey Tail and Cordyceps shortly.
These mushrooms will serve as the input for a line of proprietary capsules and protein powders with
higher purity and potency then competitors.
Longer term, the company intends to offer mushroom blends and ready to consume products (such as
coffee, tea, protein powders).
Apart from being higher
margin, these products also
have the added benefits of
being more differentiated,
allowing the company to
build loyalty and drive repeat
purchase.
Speaking of competitors,
the company’s vertically
integrated approach also
enables quality and purity
assurances that nonintegrated competitors
cannot match.
This will be important
as the company seeks to
differentiate in a growing but
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competitive space.
For now, there is no dominant player in the functional mushrooms business, leaving an opening for
Optimi to capture market share as a premium product.
The company’s cultivation and extraction capabilities also mean that Optimi could become a premier
supplier in the market, providing wholesale fruited bodies to other supplement manufacturers down
the road.

Psychedelic Opportunity

As if building a business in the fast growing supplements market was not enough, Optimi also has an eye
on future opportunities in psychedelics.
Construction is currently underway for the company’s second grow facility which is capable of producing
either functional mushrooms or psychoactive mushrooms.
Optimi has already received approval for a Health Canada research exemption which will allow the
company to purchase, possess and use a specified quantity of psilocybin for research purposes.
The next step would be to receive a dealers license, which would allow the company to grow psilocybin
mushrooms for commercial purposes and sell them
to clinics and pharmacies.

“

 ast research has
P
demonstrated that
patients prefer natural
products over synthetic
pharmaceuticals.”

To that end, the company has partnered with
Numinus Wellness (OTC:LKYSF ) a leading
Canadian operator of mental health care clinics
focused on psychedelic-assisted therapies.
As part of the collaboration, Optimi is
collaborating with Numinus and the University of
Calgary to formulate and conduct clinical trials of
Optimi products.

The company is currently on track to begin it’s first
trial in Q3 of this year, and would own all of the intellectual property generated from the project.
Although the company is focused on natural products, Optimi’s research could ultimately generate
intellectual property in surprising ways.
This could include developing a new process for extracting psilocybin from natural products or even
developing new proprietary species of mushrooms.
While the market for psilocybin products is still small, past research has demonstrated that patients prefer
natural products over synthetic pharmaceuticals.
A survey conducted in 2013 by researchers from the US, Canada, and Europe, found that patients prefer
natural cannabis products to synthetically manufactured cannabis compounds. 28
Optimi is banking on a similar trend with psilocybin.
While dozens of companies have rushed in to manufacture and patent their own psilocybin-like
compounds, Optimi management anticipates that given the choice customers will choose their
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natural alternative.

Management

Of course, when making an investment of any kind, you always want to go with the best team for the job.
Given the choice between an ‘A’ team with a ‘B’ plan, or a ‘B’ team with an ‘A’ plan, we’d pick the ‘A’
Team every day of the week.
Optimi has certainly put together one of the better teams we’ve seen in their space.
They’ve assembled a long list of heavy hitters with experience in everything from health & wellness, to
branding, indoor agriculture, and fresh-food supply chains.
In no particular order, some of the names associated with the project include:
●

J J Wilson (Chairman) – JJ is the Co-Founder of Ride Cycle Club, an indoor cycling studio with
locations across Canada, and a Partner at Very Polite Agency, an international creative agency. Mr.
Wilson graduated from Harvard Business School and previously led the international expansion of the
premium apparel brand Kit and Ace.

●

 illiam (Bill) J. Ciprick (CEO) – With extensive experience in sales, marketing, organizational
W
development, mergers, acquisition, and revitalizing struggling companies, Bill brings over 30 years of
experience across a variety of industries to the Optimi team.

●

 ryan Safarik (COO) – Bryan has over 15 years of senior management experience in the
B
pharmaceutical, cannabis, and food industries. Bryan previously served as Director of Marine
Operations at Ocean Fisheries LTD and President at Vancouver ATM Corporation. Bryan co-founded,
and currently serves as President for BC Green Pharmaceuticals Inc.

●

J acob Safarik (CFO) – Jacob has over 12 years of experience in accounting, project finance, business
development and quality assurance. Jacob previously served as an Associate Director at the Siegfried
Group where he provided expert counsel on the divestiture and sale of a $6 billion business. Jacob is
also a cofounder of BC Green Pharmaceuticals Inc and currently serves as their Chief Financial Officer.

●

 ane Stevens (CMO) – Dane is the founder of multiple successful wholesale and retail DTC
D
businesses, and is currently President of Cavalier Jewellers LTD. After investing in several venture startups, Dane now concentrates his efforts on various philanthropic endeavours, and on the science-based
benefits in the rapidly evolving world of fungi.

●

 hip Wilson (Advisor) – Chip Wilson is a Canadian businessman and philanthropist, who has founded
C
several retail apparel companies, most notably yoga-inspired athletic apparel company Lululemon
Athletica. Wilson is widely considered to be the creator of the athleisure trend.

●

 dward Safarik (Advisor) – Edward is former Founder, President and CEO of Ocean Fisheries
E
Limited. Edward offers extensive past board experience: six year board member of Genome BC,
Chairman of the Fisheries Counsel of Canada, and a member of the Pacific Scientific Advice Review
Committee (PSARC)

●

Harley Pasternak (Advisor) – Harley is a fitness
and nutrition specialist whose client roster
includes Ariana Grande, Lady Gaga, Rihanna, Kim Kardashian, Halle Berry, Katy Perry, Robert
Downey Jr., Robert Pattinson, Adam Levine, and many more. He currently stars on the E! channel’s
Revenge Body with Khloe Kardashian, makes regular appearances as a fitness contributor to good
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morning America on ABC, and formerly starred on ABC’s The Revolution, and as a judge on Top
Model.
Without a doubt, the company has assembled a multi-disciplinary team with experience in industries as
far ranging as premium retail, fitness, food, cannabis, and financial services.
The skills of the team include everything from managing complex supply chain operations, to high-end
marketing, ecommerce, finance and everything in between.
The company has further bolstered its already impressive skill sets by bringing in seasoned executives and
influencers to its advisory team.
This will undoubtedly prove to be a valuable asset as the company transitions from development into
production and leverages the team’s combined skill sets to bring a premium product to market.

Risks

From a risk perspective, Optimi is one of the least risky opportunities we’ve seen in the psilocybin space.
By focusing on both the psilocybin and functional mushroom market, Optimi can apply its overlapping
mushroom capabilities to two massive markets with very different risk profiles.
While the psilocybin business presents a high-growth, long-term opportunity, the functional mushrooms
business represents a more reliable near-term cash flowing business.
This will allow the company, and it’s investors, to see a return on capital faster than its peers.
Of course this introduces a different set of risks and rewards then we might see from other psilocybin
businesses.
For one, the supplement market in which functional mushrooms exist is highly competitive with generally
low barriers to entry.
The company intends to de-risk this part of the business through influencer partnerships and
differentiating based on in-house cultivation. While this may work, costs for customer acquisition and
building awareness in a crowded and “noisy” market like supplements can be high.
On the psilocybin front, the company expects to develop IP through its partnerships with Numinus
Wellness and the University of Calgary.
But, as a company focusing on natural psilocybin products, the IP advantages, and perhaps the upside
potential, might not be as high as with novel pharmaceutical compounds.
Finally, as the company is operated in Canada, they may find that marketability of their psilocybin
products are limited to the domestic and select international markets.
Especially if psilocybin regulation follows a similar trajectory as cannabis, Optimi and other Canadian
psilocybin growers may find it difficult, if not impossible, to export to the lucrative US market.
It also goes without saying that this is still a development stage company. While the management team
has made great efforts to de-risk the project, the challenges with launching one successful business, let
alone two, remain vast.
That said, the company has laid out a well considered plan which maximizes flexibility and optionality.
Given management’s long term commitment to the project, Optimi appears to be focused on building an
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enduring brand which is equipped to respond to changing regulator and consumer preferences.

Connecting The Dots

At Wasatch, we love investments where the management has stacked the deck. Optimi is exactly this kind
of investment.
The company has put together an opportunity to capitalize on the fast growing psilocybin market while
limiting downside risk through the more predictable (and growing) functional foods market.
When the company went public back in February, investors jumped at the opportunity, buying up all of
the offered shares and putting $20.7 million in Optimi’s bank account.
That money should allow the company to operationalize the functional foods business - and make
headway in the psilocybin space - without diluting shareholders for the foreseeable future.
The company has a fantastic management team representing expertise in all areas of finance, supply
chains, operations, and marketing.
We’re especially excited to see the company’s functional food business launch later this year, aided by
some of the biggest names in fitness, fashion, and food.
These relationships will no doubt add rocket fuel to an already promising opportunity backed by a strong
management team with a strong balance sheet.

Action to take:

Speak to your financial advisor to determine if an investment in Optimi Health Corp (OPTHF) is right
for you.
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Optimi Fast Facts:

Optimi is a producer of raw and processed functional & psychedelic mushroom products.

DIFFERENTIATORS & COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
Functional Mushrooms

Psychedelic Mushrooms

 ifferentiates based on quality and control:
D
The functional mushroom and supplement
market more broadly is notorious for opaque
supply chains and questionable product purity.
Optimi is vertically integrated, controlling every
element of cultivation all the way through retail
● Vertical integration reduces cost: By
controlling cultivation and extraction, the
company can eliminate the various middlemen
in the supply chain and achieve better margins
than competitors
● I nfluencer and Distribution Support: The
company has enlisted top fitness influencers,
food supply chain experts, and fitness-retail
experts to support marketing, operations,
and distribution
● Brand Development: The company intends to
position as a wellness brand to attract a larger
audience than commodity supplement brands

●

●

 ses Functional Mushroom Infrastructure
U
to Achieve Scale Advantage: The company’s
functional mushroom business is expected
to begin generating revenue later this year,
allowing the company to begin offsetting fixed
overhead earlier than its peers
● Research-Grade Production: Current supply of
research-grade psilocybin is inadequate to fill the
growing demand. Optimi is positioned to become
the largest producer of GMP quality psilocybin
● Research and Distribution Partnerships:
The company has partnered with Numinus
Wellness, a leading Canadian operator
of mental health care clinics focused on
psychedelic-assisted therapies
● All natural product: Competitors largely focus
on lab-synthesized compounds, which are easier
to create IP. Optimi is focused on offering an
all-natural product which eliminates common
stability and consistency issues

Benefits of a Vertically Integrated Supply Chain:
●

Eliminates middlemen markup

●

Creates greater transparency of both source and purity

●

Increases control of processes: rigorous standards enforced at every stage of production
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are paid. During the period of time this advertisement is being disseminated, neither Wasatch Investment Network, the advertising agencies, nor
their respective officers, principals, or affiliates (as defined in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Rule 501(b) promulgated thereunder) and
will, receive or sell such securities of Optimi Health for not less than 90 days following the conclusion of this advertising campaign. The Payor has
represented in writing to Wasatch Investment Network and the advertising agencies that neither it nor its officers, principals, or affiliates (as defined in
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Rule 501(b) promulgated thereunder) owns or beneficially owns any securities of the Optimi Health Corp.
(CSE: OPTI); (OTC: OPTHF)or will purchase, receive, or sell any such securities for not less than 90 days following the conclusion of this advertising
campaign. If successful, this advertisement will increase investor and market awareness, which may result in an increased number of shareholders
owning and trading the securities of (OTC: OPTHF), increased trading volume, and possibly an increased share price of (OTC: OPTHF)securities, which
may be temporary. This advertisement, the advertising agencies and Wasatch Investment Network do not purport to provide a complete analysis of
(OTC: OPTHF) financial position. They are not, and do not purport to be, broker-dealers or registered investment advisors. This advertisement is not,
and should not be construed to be, personalized investment advice directed to or appropriate for any particular investor. Any investment should be
made only after consulting a registered broker-dealer or registered investment advisor or doing your own research if you do not utilize an investment
professional to make decisions on what securities to buy and sell and only after reviewing the financial statements and other pertinent publicly-available
information about (OTC: OPTHF)and its industry. Further, readers are specifically urged to read and carefully consider the Risk Factors identified and
discussed in (OTC: OPTHF)SEC filings. Investing in microcap securities such as (OTC: OPTHF)is speculative and carries a high degree of risk. Past
performance does not guarantee future results. This advertisement is based exclusively on information generally available to the public and does not
contain any material, non-public information. The information on which it is based is believed to be reliable. Nevertheless, the advertising agencies and
Wasatch Investment Network cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information and are not responsible for any errors or omissions.
This advertisement contains forward-looking statements, including statements regarding expected continual growth of (OTC: OPTHF)and/or their
industry. The advertising agencies and Wasatch Investment Network note that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include
everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect (OTC: OPTHF)actual results of operations. Factors that
could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth of the market for (OTC: OPTHF) products and/or services, the company’s ability to
fund its capital requirements in the near term and long term, Federal and state regulatory issues pricing pressures, etc. Wasatch Investment Network
is the publisher’s trademark. All trademarks used in this advertisement other than Wasatch Investment Network are the property of their respective
trademark holders and no endorsement by such owners of the contents of this advertisement is made or implied. The advertising agencies and Wasatch
Investment Network are not affiliated, connected, or associated with, and are not sponsored, approved, or originated by, the trademark holders unless
otherwise stated. No claim is made to any rights in any third-party trademarks.
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